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We are making our Coral Anniversary quilt pattern, newly renamed Rainbow Remix, 
available for free to everyone.  The free pattern is for all of us who are keeping safe by 
staying at home and also as a big thank you to all the key workers and NHS staff.  This was 
originally a nine month Block of the Month quilt but we have decided to speed things up 
and make it available over nine weeks. 

The quilt is made up in rows and we will make the instructions for each row available to 
download from our website every Wednesday starting Wednesday 8th April 2020. Make 
sure you save the pattern to your computer or 
print off.

Many of you may have seen or even made pictures 
of rainbows which are now filling the windows 
around the country, giving people a reason to 
smile and offering a message of hope. We have 
remixed the colouring of our quilt to a rainbow 
colour palette and if you would like to use the 
same fabrics as us, then we have fabric packs 
available which you can purchase for £18.95 
each week. This includes free postage for all UK 
residents. You can sign up online at  
www.quiltroom.co.uk  or call us on 01306 877307.  
Please note that due to restrictions, we are 
unable to send items to some countries. If you 
are overseas and wish to join, please email us at 
sales@quiltroom.co.uk for further information.  

This quilt does use the Creative Grids Multi-Size 
Flying Geese & 45/90 ruler and our instructions show you clearly how to use it.  Using this 
ruler is by far the best way to make this quilt but we have included templates for you to 
use if you do not have the ruler. Just make sure that if you use the templates to check your 
printer settings and print at 100%. 

We would love to see you making this quilt and our Quilt Room staff will be joining in 
alongside you.  Please post pictures on Instagram or our Facebook page using the hashtag 
#rainbowremixquilt and do share our free pattern to all your quilting friends.

We hope you enjoy making this quilt and we hope it brings a smile in these tough times.

Pam & Nicky and all The Quilt Room team

RAINBOW REMIX

Our original Coral Anniversary quilt  
we made using Tilda fabrics.
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TEMPLATES
If you decide not to use the ruler, then you can print off and use these templates. Make sure you print at 100%! 

90°
for making the centre triangles in the 
2in x 4in (finished size) flying geese units

90°
for making the centre triangles in the 
4in x 8in (finished size) flying geese units

45°
for making the side triangles in the 
4in x 8in (finished size) flying geese units 
and for making the 4in (finished size)  
half-square triangle units

45°
for making the side triangles in the 
2in x 4in (finished size) flying geese 
units and for making 2in (finished 
size) half-square triangle units
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FABRICS
The swatches below are a guide as to what we’ve chosen for our quilt. If you are receiving our packs, please be aware that on 

occasion there may be some fabric substitutions but don’t worry as they will still look just as gorgeous. 

tbc tbc
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If you are using your own fabrics, you can use this blank chart to stick swatches of your fabric to help keep organised!
SWATCH CHART

row
 1

fabric 1
fat quarter

fabric 2
fat quarter

fabric 3
50cms

row
2

fabric 4
fat quarter

fabric 5
fat quarter

fabric 6
fat quarter

fabric 7
fat quarter

fabric 8
fat quarter

row
3

fabric 9
fat quarter

fabric 10
fat quarter

fabric 11
50cms

row
4

fabric 12
fat quarter

fabric 13
fat quarter

fabric 14
50cms

row
5

fabric 15
40cms

fabric 16
50cms

row
6

fabric 17
50cms

fabric 18
50cms

fabric 19
fat quarter

row 
7

fabric 20
40cms

fabric 21
long quarter 

fabric 22
long quarter

row
8

fabric 23
fat eighth

fabric 24
fat eighth

fabric 25
fat eighth

fabric 26
fat eighth

fabric 27
long quarter

fabric 28
long quarter

row
fillers

fabric 29
long quarter

fabric 30
long quarter

fabric 31
long quarter

fabric 32
60cms for binding

Fat Quarter = (20in x 22in or 50cms x 55cms)      Long Quarter = (10in x 44in or 25cms x 112cms)      Fat Eighth = (10in x 22in or 25cms x 55cms)
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MAKING THE FOUR-PATCH UNITS

1.  Lay one dark pink 2½in x 21in rectangle and one light 
pink 2½in x 21in rectangle right sides together and sew down 
the long side.  Open and press to the dark fabric.  Repeat with 
all five dark pink and light pink 2½in x 21in rectangles.

2.  With right sides together, lay one strip unit on top of 
another with the light strip on the top of one unit and on the 
bottom of another, ensuring that the centre seams are in 
alignment.

3.  Sub-cut into eight 2½in wide segments.

4.  Carefully keeping the pairs together, sew down the long 
side as shown, pinning at the seam intersection to ensure a 
perfect match.  The seams will nest together nicely as they 
are pressed in different directions.  Press open to form eight 
four-patch units.

5.  Repeat with another pair of rectangles to make another 
eight four-patch units and lastly cut the remaining strip unit 
into four 2½in segments and sew together to make a further 
two four-patch blocks.  You need eighteen in total. 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
fabric 1 (dark pink):
Cut the fat quarter into five rectangles 2½in x 21in and set aside to make the four-patch units.

fabric 2 (medium pink):
Cut the fat quarter into three rectangles 4½in x 21in and set aside for the half-square triangle units.

fabric 3 (light pink):
• Cut two 4½in wide strips across the width of the fabric and cut in half to create four rectangles 4½in x 21in. Set three aside 

to make the half-square triangle units – the remaining one is spare. 

• Cut three 2½in wide strips across the width of the fabric and cut in half to create six rectangles 2½in x 21in. Set five aside 
to make the four patch units – the remaining one is spare.

Note: Save all your excess fabric.  
We try and use everything in later blocks.

RAINBOW REMIX - row 1

make 18

ROW ONE - Buckeye Beauty
you need:

• fabric 1 dark pink - fat quarter
• fabric 2 medium pink - fat quarter
• fabric 3 light pink -  50cms
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10.  Repeat with all three medium pink and light pink 4½in 
x 21in rectangles to make a total of eighteen half-square 
triangle units.

MAKING THE HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE UNITS

6.  Take a medium pink 4½in x 21in  rectangle and a light 
pink 4½in x 21in rectangle and lay right sides together on 
your cutting mat, ensuring that they are exactly one on top of 
the other. 

7.  Take the Creative Grids Flying Geese & 45/90 ruler and 
position the 45° triangle on the strip, aligning  the 4½in strip 
line along the bottom of the strip and the cut-off top of the 
triangle along the top of the strip. Cut the first pair of 
triangles. 

8.  Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next pair of triangles. 
Continue along the strip to cut six pairs of triangles.

9.  Sew along the diagonals to form six half-square triangle 
units. Trim all dog ears and press open with the seams 
pressed towards the darker fabric.

11.  Referring to the piecing diagram, sew the half-square 
triangles units and four-patch units together as shown. Press.

12.  Repeat to make nine blocks and sew the nine blocks together as shown to make Row One.

ASSEMBLING THE BLOCK

4½in strip line

4½in strip line

make 18


